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Fur Harvesters auction Finalizes selling date For  
MarcH auction in Helsinki Finland

January 11, 2017

Fur Harvesters, Saga Furs and American legend have now ratified the March 2017 auction schedule for what 
will once again be the world`s largest  fur auction assortment as well hosting the largest buying crowd. 

The auction begins March 5th and runs to March 15th. In the world of Ranch Fur the 2 major items that lead are 
Black Glama Ranch Mink by American Legend and Ranch Blue Fox by Saga Furs. Starting on the 5th the sale 
will open with ranch mink and run till the 11th with the conclusion of American Legend Mink. The following 
day, March 12 will see FHA`s wild fur assortment sell followed by Saga Fox finishing off the last 3 days con-
cluding on March 15th. Our goods are strategically being auctioned between the Black Glama Mink and Saga 
Blue fox as promised giving our shippers the most exposure in the world. 

As most know Russia is and has been for many years now a paramount buyer of WILD furs. The Russian situ-
ation has improved a great deal since last year and our auction is being held only a 30 minute flight from the 
great city of St Petersburg Russia. Once again our shippers will benefit from what will be the largest number of 
Russian buyers attending any auction by a land slide.

There is strong and growing interest in several long haired articles such as sables, fisher, western cats and coy-
otes. Muskrat, wild mink and heavy beaver is expected to be in much better demand than last year. With wild 
goods in short supply we intend on taking a strong position on the auction stand to acquire the best price for our 
shippers. Rarely do most long haired items sell stronger in May than in February and March.  This next auction 
is the only one offering ALL species of wild goods at this very important time.

We will keep receiving goods for as long as possible in an effort to allow shippers to get on this most important 
sale of the year, as well allowing our trappers to be paid for their fall and winters efforts in a timely fashion. 

For late shipments outside Ontario please contact your local agent. 
Shipments within ONTARIO call 1 705 495 4688.

Respectfully

Mark Downey


